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Executive Summary

A New Survey of Rural America

In the fall of 2007, researchers at the Carsey Institute at the University of New Hampshire completed the first stages of the Community and Environment in Rural America (CERA) survey. Nearly 8,000 residents in 19 carefully selected rural counties were interviewed in the comprehensive survey to determine their opinions, experiences, and attitudes about the changes occurring in their lives, the lives of their families, and in their communities. We examined rural life using socioeconomic, cultural, and demographic indicators as guides, rather than outdated notions of what “rural” is.

Rural America is much more than a simple set of geographic locations or goods-producing regions. The complexity of rural places necessitates a nuanced approach that takes into account the diversity of its residents as well as economic, political, and environmental changes. Through previous research, we identified four broad types of rural places: amenity-rich, declining resource-dependent, and chronically poor regions, as well as a fourth transitional type characterized by both amenity-driven growth and resource-based decline. This “four rurals” paradigm captures the often contradictory sets of forces that are reshaping rural places, and is particularly useful when analyzing rural trends and conditions, and guiding policy discussion.

The CERA survey analysis focused on five main sets of issues that have emerged as particularly salient for understanding the state of rural places in America today.

Economic changes, challenges, and realities. Globalization is changing the rural economy; agriculture and low-skilled manufacturing are no longer key drivers. In their place is a growing service sector, including some jobs which require greater skills, education, and training than in the past. Survey questions asked people about their jobs, income, education, and experiences in local labor markets.

Migration and demographic changes. Populations in declining, chronically poor, and amenity/decline counties are aging as young adults leave, older residents remain, and reproduction rates fall. Amenity-rich areas, meanwhile, are attracting a cohort of newcomers—baby boomers seeking to retire, and young professional families looking for jobs and safe environments in which to raise families. While the general population in many areas remains predominantly non-Hispanic white, certain areas are seeing an influx of immigrant groups; since 2000, one third of total population growth in rural America has been comprised of Hispanics (Johnson, 2006). Survey questions asked how long respondents had lived in their communities and where they moved from, as well as questions about their relationships and family structure.

Religion, trust, and civil institutions. Rural places are often depicted as tight-knit and homogeneous communities, but not all communities share the same civic culture. Persistently poor places are often marked by deep economic and social divisions. It cannot be taken for granted that community members are equally tied to local institutions that foster resiliency, either within or across rural places. Further, religion and politics play vastly different roles in daily life from one region to another. The survey addressed these issues with questions about trust, politics, religion, and ties to the community.

Environment, natural resources, and energy. Traditional and extractive industries have left a scarred landscape and depleted resources in many places, especially persistently poor and declining areas. Larger populations moving into amenity-rich regions exert pressure on the natural environment, placing new demands on the water supply, waste management systems, traffic patterns, and housing supply. Urban sprawl threatens communities’ abilities to maintain their rural and traditional character. Climate shifts and more frequent severe weather create new problems for rural life. Rising energy costs are especially devastating in rural areas where people must often travel long distances for work, services, or daily life. Some survey questions asked about environmental conservation, urban sprawl, global warming, and recreational use of the land.

Infrastructure and changing populations. Federal investment in community infrastructure has been declining for years. Fiscal problems are widespread as rural communities transition to new economies, while still relying on outdated systems set up to support (and be supported by) failing industries. As young people leave and the population shrinks, public funding is no longer adequate to shore up key community institutions and facilities such as housing, schools, healthcare, transportation, and telecommunication systems. Respondents were asked how they felt about the quality of their schools, their health and social services, and the state of their communities going in the future. Other questions focused on when and why the respondents moved to their rural communities, why they stay, or why they might move away.
Survey Findings

- Respondents in all four types of places are worried about jobs. Only 40 percent of CERA respondents work full-time—well below the national average. The survey data show pronounced differences in the size of the middle class across our study regions, with smaller middle classes in persistently poor places. Regional differences in educational attainment underpin divergent economic conditions in our study areas. Home values also vary greatly from region to region, with most respondents in the Heartland reporting very low home values. A majority in all places except the Heartland said affordable housing was a problem as well. Several of our study regions are marked by indicators of housing stress, though such conditions are driven by different dynamics across these places.

- The survey data illustrate the demographic trends outlined earlier, with fewer young people and a greater number of older people in declining areas. While racial and ethnic diversity exists in rural America, only two of our study regions (Alabama’s “Black Belt” and the Mississippi Delta) have substantial minority populations, in this case, African-Americans. The populations of our other areas tend to be dominated by non-Hispanic whites. In declining or persistently poor places, only one in five residents moved there in the last ten years, while half of residents in our amenity-rich regions are relative newcomers. Regional differences in family structure also emerge, with the highest marriage rates in the Heartland, and more one-parent families in persistently poor places.

- Strong traditions of self-reliance and individualism prevail in rural places, and they are coupled with very high levels of trust and civic engagement, particularly in the Heartland. Most feel that people can work together effectively to solve problems, though many respondents across all study regions did not believe their local governments were capable of dealing with important community problems. In the chronically poor counties, unlike the other three types of places, residents reported less confidence that their neighbors could be counted on to help each other out.

- The role of religion in daily life also varies greatly across our study regions, as do political affiliations. More Republicans live in the Heartland communities, while residents of persistently poor places lean more toward the Democratic Party. Those in transitioning and amenity rich areas tend to be Independent. All regions have been greatly affected by the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan; a substantial majority in every area knows someone serving in these wars.

- Rural areas differ in terms of how their physical characteristics affect demographic conditions. Over half of newcomers in our high-amenity regions said that natural beauty was very important in their decision to move there, in contrast to our other regions where over half of newcomers said it was not an important consideration. Respondents in high-amenity places are quite concerned about sprawl and development, while most in declining or persistently poor places said their communities were unaffected by such patterns of growth. Our data show that people’s attitudes toward global warming and resource conservation differ greatly according to where they live.

- Almost everyone is concerned about a lack of job opportunities in rural places. However, concerns about other community problems vary greatly from place to place. Chief issues in persistently poor places were drugs, crime, and a lack of recreational opportunities; population decline worried people in the Heartland; and respondents in amenity-rich places were concerned about too-fast growth. Optimism about the future is lowest in the Heartland, though more respondents there than any other region think things will be about the same in ten years. Natural beauty, quality of life, and family generally keep people tied to rural places, though this varies to some extent by place. However, a substantial majority of respondents in all regions would advise a teenager to leave for opportunities elsewhere.

Policy Considerations

A one-size-fits-all approach to policymaking will not work. Policy must become more “place-based,” not simply in terms of geographic location, but also with awareness of social, cultural, economic, environmental, and political characteristics. Each of the CERA study regions is struggling with its own place-specific issues and problems, which call for different policies and solutions. However, some needs appear common across all regions, such as advanced telecommunications technology, access to good education at all levels, affordable and accessible healthcare, and forward-looking transportation systems.

- Amenity-rich regions need to manage growth and develop inclusive policies that enable long time residents and workers to find affordable housing and living wage jobs in their communities. Communities must work to avoid an “Aspen effect” that forces the middle- and lower-middle-income service sector residents out due to high costs of living. Open space acquisition and land protection strategies are essential to protect the environment. Broadband Internet access should be a priority.
Declining resource dependent regions must work to reverse the out-migration patterns of the last fifty years. Policies like the New Homestead Act, which offers financial incentives to those who commit to live and work in rural regions that are losing population, would build on a history of strong human and social capital, as newcomers take advantage of incentives to get an education, buy a home, or start a business. High-tech communications systems are crucial here as well, for the success of businesses and for the educational and health care systems needed to serve existing and new populations.

Chronic poverty regions need strategies to develop sustainable communities and strengthen the middle class. Improved education should be the first priority. Community economic development organizations need support to develop alternatives to resource extraction that emphasize stewardship and natural resource restoration. Networks of community colleges and technical schools could partner with regional businesses to provide on-the-job training and internships. Public funding for infrastructure and high-speed Internet is essential. Health care and early childhood education are important too, as are substance abuse programs and mental health counseling.

Amenity/decline regions are on a socio-economic divide, struggling to staunch the continued out-migration of young adults while managing the in-migration of older residents and turning communities toward prosperity. Again, high-speed telecommunications systems are required to attract entrepreneurs and other business interests. Federal and state funding for decaying and outdated infrastructure should be a priority. Partnerships between community colleges/technical schools and regional businesses to provide on-the-job training and internships would help retain young workers who might otherwise move away. Healthcare, substance abuse programs, and early childhood health and education programs are vital.

Effective development and change requires research, analysis, and creative thinking. The more divided a community or region is along lines of income, race, or ideology, the more difficult it will be to get things done. Careful and measured planning, plus consultation with community representatives from all walks of life, will result in a greater likelihood of successful programs.
Introduction

Four Rural Americas in the Twenty-first Century

Most Americans, when asked to describe rural America, conjure up images of farm life, fresh air, wide open spaces, and small, somewhat isolated towns populated with hard-working, independent people (W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2001). When we think “rural,” we imagine a time in our country’s history when life seemed more simple and straightforward. Folks raised their animals and crops, cared for their families and land, and met their neighbors at church every Sunday.

In the twenty-first century, while parts of this image still hold true, close to 94 percent of the rural labor force is engaged in work other than farming (Johnson, 2006). New pressures from globalization, demographic shifts, migration, landscape transformation, and resource limits are reshaping rural life. Fifty million people live in small towns and rural communities—17 percent of the nation’s population, living on 80 percent of the land. During the last four decades, jobs in rural areas have moved from agriculture, mining, and forestry to low-skill manufacturing, and more recently, to the service sector.

It no longer makes sense to think of rural communities simply as farmland or sparsely populated, idyllic retreats. We at the Carsey Institute find it most useful to think in terms of four broad kinds of places, each with its own problems, issues, and relationship to the natural environment that originally defined it.

Amenity-rich rural America.

Often appearing on postcards or artists’ canvases, the rugged mountains, deep forests, cool lakes, rocky coastlines, and other wild, less crowded landscapes make amenity-rich places attractive. Drawn by images of quiet, small town community life, three out of five baby boomers would like to move here, many to retire. Meanwhile, more people buy second homes in rural communities. Affluent professionals settle in conveniently located small towns amid natural splendor, yet close to large cities where they commute for work or entertainment and cultural amenities. Less affluent young, upwardly mobile professionals move in to raise their children in safe, small town environments. Property values rise and the mix of businesses changes when newcomers want new services and can afford higher prices. But what happens to the “old-timers” or those working residents who are priced out of their own neighborhoods?

Declining resource-dependent rural America.

These are places that once depended almost solely on agriculture, timber, mining, or related manufacturing industries to support a solid, blue-collar middle class. Many of these communities have a long history of booms and busts, and now that resources are depleted and low-skill manufacturing jobs are threatened by globalization, they are in economic decline. Populations are declining, although some of these areas have seen new immigrants arrive, willing to work at low-skill, low paying jobs. The once-vibrant middle class, so important to strong community institutions, is threatened. What happens as property values plummet, schools are challenged as young adults leave, new populations move in, and long-time residents cannot afford to move out?

Chronically poor rural America.

The chronically poor regions are rich in history, but it is a history of devastating hardship. Here, both residents and the land have experienced decades of resource depletion and underinvestment, leaving behind broken communities with dysfunctional services, inadequate infrastructure, and ineffective or corrupt leadership. Generations of families have been held back by inadequate education and weak civic institutions. As the population suffers, so does the environment, and the downward spiral continues. With little or nothing to attract newcomers, and only the occasional flood or mining disaster to bring national attention, these communities are largely ignored and forgotten. What strategies and new directions will work in these areas and where will funding and human capital to reinvigorate these communities come from?

Amenity/decline rural America.

The amenity/decline places represents a transitional type, with similarities to both amenity-rich and declining resource dependent communities. The traditional resource-based economies of these places have weakened but not vanished, and their aging populations reflect out-migration. At the same time, these areas show signs and potential for amenity-based growth.
The CERA Surveys

In 2007, researchers at the Carsey Institute began a study of Community and Environment in Rural America (CERA) to learn how people living in different rural areas viewed the changes in their communities and in their own lives. We contacted 7,842 randomly selected rural residents in 19 counties in nine states. These areas represent a wide variety of circumstances within different types of rural places, from booming growth to steady decline. Survey questions ranged from respondents’ personal backgrounds and experiences (such as family, jobs, education, and life situation) to their migration histories, future plans, and views about their local governments and communities.

Profiles of the CERA study regions

This report examines the patterns emerging from interviews in amenity-rich, declining resource-dependent, chronically poor, and amenity/decline areas. Statistics help paint a picture of the traits these communities share, where they overlap, and where they are different. Preliminary Carsey Institute bulletins online described a few of the early results. This report provides a more complete account with updates that include the newest results.

Table 1 provides an overview of some demographic differences among the CERA survey regions.

- **From the amenity-rich Rocky Mountains**, we interviewed people from Chaffee and Park counties in Colorado. Between 1990 and 2005, the population in these counties grew by 71 percent. Newcomers were somewhat more likely to be middle-aged or older; but the number of young adults (aged 25 to 34) increased by 41 percent. Seventy-two percent of the working-aged (16 to 64 years) population was employed, either part- or full-time in 2000; in 2004, only 10 percent of the population in these counties lived in poverty.

- **In the declining resource-dependent regions of the Midwest**, we interviewed residents from Jewell, Osborne, Republic, and Smith counties in Kansas. The total population in these counties declined by 19 percent from 1990 to 2005, and the decline was precipitous among young adults. The 25-to-34-year-old population shrank by half. Employment is high, with 78 percent of people aged 16 to 64 employed. Eleven percent reported incomes below poverty in 2004.

---

Table 1: Demographics of CERA Regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountains / Amenity Boom</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Northwest / Amenity Decline</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast / Amenity Decline</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>-24%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest / Decline</td>
<td>-19%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appalachia / Chronic Poverty</td>
<td>-12%</td>
<td>-28%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta / Chronic Poverty</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Belt / Chronic Poverty</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>-21%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Census.
Our chronically poor respondents hailed from three different regions of the Southeast:

In the heart of Appalachia, Harlan and Letcher counties in Kentucky saw a 12 percent population decline, and a 28 percent decline in young adults, between 1990 and 2005. Only 43 percent of working-aged residents in these counties were employed in 2000, and 27 percent were living in poverty in 2004.

Coahoma, Tunica, and Quitman Counties in the Mississippi Delta, viewed together, experienced a little population change between 1990 and 2005. Little more than one half (56 percent) of working-aged people had jobs in 2000, and in 2004, 29 percent of residents were living in poverty.

For Choctaw, Clarke, Marengo, and Wilcox counties, in the “Black Belt” of Alabama, the population declined by 4 percent between 1990 and 2005, while the young adult population declined by 21 percent. In 2000, only 54 percent of working-aged residents were employed, and in 2004, 22 percent of all residents were poor.

Our amenity/decline areas represent the Northwest and Northeast.

From the Pacific Northwest, we interviewed adults in Clatsop County in Oregon and Pacific County in Washington, both situated along the Pacific coast. These counties saw modest overall population growth (12 percent) between 1990 and 2005, but with no net change among young adults. Sixty-eight percent of working-aged people were employed in 2000, and in 2004, 14 percent of the population was living in poverty.

In the Northeast, we interviewed residents in Coos County, New Hampshire, and Oxford County, Maine. These counties are in the heart of the Northern Forest region, historically dependent on the pulp and paper industry and blessed with ample natural amenities (Colocousis, 2008). Although the area saw a very slight (3 percent) increase in total population between 1990 and 2005, the young adult population declined notably—down 24 percent. Seventy-three percent of the working-aged population was employed in 2000, and in 2004, 12 percent of the population reported incomes below the poverty level.

The interviews

The University of New Hampshire Survey Center conducted telephone interviews with randomly chosen adults in these regions from April through October 2007. Each interview consisted of approximately 100 questions. Opinion questions generally had a practical focus and referred to the respondent’s own family or community. Within each of the seven regions, researchers conducted 1,000 or more interviews. In an era of declining cooperation with surveys, the telephone methods achieved acceptable response rates—from 18 to 26 percent.2 In addition, the samples’ demographic profiles were similar to those from U.S. census population profiles, and survey responses agreed with voting results and other external criteria.3

The surveys asked how people viewed the present realities and future challenges of their rural communities, and how their own lives and families fit into that community picture. Questions touched on five key issues pertinent to change in all rural communities:

Changing economy. Large numbers of rural residents have felt the effects of globalization and resource depletion, as companies that once defined and supported their communities downsize or shut down completely. Agriculture is no longer a principal source of income in most rural areas; in fact, only 6.5 percent of the rural labor force is engaged in farming (Johnson, 2006). Survey questions asked people about their jobs, income, education, and experiences in local labor markets.

Demographic changes. Patterns of rural migration vary across the country. Some rural areas are seeing a steady out-migration of young people. A new immigrant population (largely Hispanic) is finding work in certain parts of rural America, while domestic migration changes the economy and lifestyle in other areas. Both older baby boomers and young professionals are on the move, and many have decided to make rural regions their home. Survey questions asked about their relationships and family structure, how long respondents had lived in their communities, and where they moved from.

Community institutions and civic leadership. Small communities depend on their local leaders and social institutions, and local participation is important. Too often, though, local officials face inadequate resources or, accustomed to economic and governance structures that worked in the past, lack the ability or flexibility to find viable solutions to important problems. The survey addressed these issues with questions about trust, politics, religion, and ties to the community.
Environmental concerns. Rural areas were settled originally for their natural resources. Now, whether through decades of unchecked resource extraction, introduced species, population growth, shifts in the economy and land use patterns, or even climate change, the landscape and environment have been altered. Resource-based economies are particularly sensitive to environmental change. Some survey questions asked about environmental conservation, urban sprawl, global warming, and recreational use of the land.

Investment and the future. Part of what sets a rural area apart, and what attracts many new residents, is its distance from cities. But this same remoteness creates challenges. Basic services such as schools, banks, and hospitals might be 50 to 100 miles away. Transportation and telecommunications are often less available or reliable. Respondents were asked how they felt about the quality of their schools, and their health and social services. Other questions focused on why they moved to their rural communities, or why they might move away.

The CERA surveys found many shared characteristics across these different kinds of places in rural America. There were also strong contrasts as well as areas where lines blurred. Even within one county, a town or small city might be struggling with problems more typically associated with urban or inner-city neighborhoods, while other parts of the same county enjoy more idyllic country living (see Colocousis, 2008). The whole spectrum from poor to rich can be found within each of the study areas: some families live in poverty even within the most well-off, amenity-rich counties, while others with household incomes among the top 5 percent nationwide reside in the poorest counties.

Early analyses suggest that many respondents’ perspectives, opinions, and actions reflect the regions in which they live. Future policies must be carefully tailored to the differences among and between rural places to better address their widening range of concerns and problems.
The middle class is strong in some counties but weak in others.

Household incomes of CERA respondents were grouped into six categories, using quintiles of the U.S. income distribution based on 2005 figures published by the U.S. Census Bureau. That is, each income category corresponds to approximately one-fifth of households nationwide. A sixth category distinguishes households with incomes in the top 5 percent.

Table 2: U.S. Income Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Income Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0–$20,000</td>
<td>lower income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,000–$40,000</td>
<td>lower-middle income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40,000–$60,000</td>
<td>middle income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60,000–$90,000</td>
<td>upper-middle income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90,000–$160,000</td>
<td>upper income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>above $160,000</td>
<td>top 5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Census

Figure 1 compares the distributions of household incomes among CERA respondents in the four place types. “Lower income” refers to respondents with household incomes among the bottom 20 percent nationwide. “Lower middle” refers to the next 20 percent, and so forth. The top 20 percent is subdivided to distinguish between “upper income” (households in the 80th through 95th percentiles) and the top 5 percent.

As might be expected, the strongest contrast in Figure 1 is between the amenity-rich Rocky Mountain counties, where upper-middle income is the largest single group, and the chronic-poverty counties in the South, where lower income is most common. The amenity/decline and declining-resource places fall between these extremes, with more people in the lower-middle than upper-middle class. Interestingly, the proportion of economic elites (top two categories) is fairly similar in all four types of places, ranging from 16 to 20 percent. The critical differences lie in the middle class. When the three middle-class income categories are grouped together, all regions but chronic poverty areas have a solid middle class; approximately 70 percent of the area’s population falls into the middle class. In the chronic poverty counties, on the other hand, only 58 percent fall into the combined middle class categories.4
**Home values and ownership vary by place.**

Although the resource-dependent and amenity/decline areas have similar household incomes, they vary considerably in home values. As Figure 2 shows, more than half (53 percent) of the respondents in the resource-dependent Midwestern counties, and 37 percent of those in chronic-poverty areas, report that their homes are now valued at less than $70,000. These results are striking when compared with the amenity-rich region where only 4 percent report home values below $70,000, or with the amenity/decline regions where 7 percent do so. As the next section reveals, a flow of newcomers drives housing values up in places with amenity attractions. Seventy-one percent of amenity-area respondents and 47 percent from amenity/decline areas reported house values above $200,000. Only 9 percent of those in resource-dependent areas and 16 percent in chronic-poverty areas said their homes were worth more than $200,000.

Most respondents in all four types of places own their homes (Figure 3). According to the 2000 Census, however, 30 percent of all housing units in the amenity-rich counties were second homes, for “seasonal, recreational, or other occasional use.” In the resource-dependent Midwestern areas, where home values are relatively low, 90 percent of respondents own their homes, and only 8 percent (the lowest among the four regions) rent. Among the other three types, the proportions of owners and renters were similar. When asked whether there was a lack of affordable housing in their region, only 21 percent of respondents in declining areas agreed. This reflects the population of primarily long-time residents. In contrast, 75 percent of those in amenity-rich areas, where property values are high, say that affordable housing is an important problem (Figure 4).

**Fewer rural people hold jobs, and in some places, unemployment is particularly high.**

In 2006, the General Social Survey (GSS; see Davis, Smith, and Marsden, 2007), a representative survey of the U.S. population, found that approximately 53 percent of adults nationwide said they worked full-time. In contrast, across all four of the rural regions, only about 40 percent of respondents report full-time jobs (Figure 5), and in rural areas, many are low-skill positions (Glasmeyer and Salant, 2006).

About 20 percent of surveyed rural residents said they are retired (slightly fewer in the chronically poor areas), compared with 13 percent nationally. This likely reflects the high proportion of older rural adults due to the departure of rural youth and an influx of more affluent retirees.

The numbers of self-employed are highest in the declining Midwest (19 percent) perhaps reflecting independent farm sector producers. Self-employment also is high (17 percent) in the amenity-rich areas, where we suspect that independent trades-
people and technology make jobs more portable. On the other hand, only 7 percent of residents in chronic poverty areas are self-employed.

The 2006 GSS found that 3 percent of respondents nationwide reported being unemployed, and three of the four types of CERA areas report identical percentages. Not surprisingly, unemployment is much greater in the chronic poverty areas, however. Nine percent report being currently unemployed in those areas. In addition, the share of disabled residents (10 percent) is highest in the chronically poor areas where health facilities are most lacking, and where disability payments like SSI enable workers to return home and live. In the amenity/decline areas, 5 percent report being disabled.

Both the chronic poverty and amenity/decline areas are feeling the effects of globalization and resource depletion, as plants downsize or close altogether. Figure 6 shows that 16 percent of respondents in both chronic poverty counties and amenity/decline areas report having lost a job in the last seven years because of economic changes.

One-third of residents in the resource-dependent Midwestern counties reported having another job or doing other work in addition to their primary employment to earn money (Figure 7). These numbers are comparable to those in the amenity-rich counties (31 percent), but likely reflect different secondary employment opportunities in the two places. Second jobs in Kansas are more often related to agriculture; whereas second jobs in Colorado include more high-end service work such as consulting, which is compatible with telecommuting. In areas of chronic poverty, where jobs are generally scarce, only 20 percent report working a second job.

**Figure 6.** “During the last 7 calendar years, that is since 2000, did you lose a job or leave one because your plant or company closed or moved, your position or shift was abolished, insufficient work, or some other similar reason?”

**Figure 7: Do you have another job or other work to earn money?”**

---

**Many in chronically poor and amenity/decline areas depend on public assistance, but residents in declining resource dependent counties do not.**

Figure 8 shows the stark differences in food stamp use among the four rural regions. Thirty percent of chronically poor area residents and 21 percent in amenity/decline areas need food stamps to feed their families. Yet in Midwestern counties where home values, incomes, and job opportunities are in serious decline, only 5 percent (the lowest of all the regions) receive food stamps. Perhaps a staunch Heartland independence deters them from seeking government assistance, either in food stamps or cash assistance (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families or TANF). Although 7 percent of those in amenity/decline and 5 percent in chronically poor areas said they have received TANF in the last two years, and 4 percent in amenity-rich counties received TANF, only 2 percent of Kansas residents report receiving TANF (graph not shown).
**Education differences underlie economic patterns.**

As Figure 9 shows, almost one-half (48 percent) of the respondents in amenity-rich areas graduated from college, compared with 26 percent in chronic poverty areas. Conversely, and consistent with 2000 Census data, only 3 percent of those in amenity-rich areas and 4 percent in amenity/decline counties have more than a high school education, compared with 16 percent in the chronic-poverty areas. (High school graduates include those who passed the general equivalency degree or GED.) Proportions of high school graduates (without college) were fairly consistent across three of the four types of places: 63 percent in declining counties, 59 percent in amenity/decline counties, and 57 percent in areas with chronic poverty. In the high-amenity Colorado counties, more people attended and finished college.

Regional household income differences (Figure 1) roughly follow these educational patterns. Areas with better-educated populations tend to have higher income levels as well.

A different but also clearly contrasting pattern appears when we compare reports about respondents’ fathers’ education (Figure 10). College-graduate fathers are most common among amenity-rich (34 percent) and amenity/decline (22 percent) area respondents. Only 15 percent of respondents in chronic-poverty or resource-dependent areas report that their fathers were college graduates. Nearly half (48 percent) of those in chronic-poverty areas and 34 percent of those in declining areas said their fathers did not complete high school.

**Figure 8:** “Have you received food stamps within the last two years?”

**Figure 9:** “What is the highest grade in school (or level of education) that you’ve completed and received credit for?”

**Figure 10:** “What was your father’s education, or the highest grade of school he completed?”
The population is aging in declining rural areas, as people in their 30s leave.

Figure 11 suggests how the age structures of different places have been shaped by migration patterns. The bars are percentages of men and women in each age group, across the different types of areas. The declining-area respondents tend to be older. One-quarter of the men and nearly one third of the women are age 65 or older, compared with just 17 percent and 20 percent, respectively in the next-oldest areas, our amenity/decline counties. At the other end of the age spectrum, resource-dependent declining areas have the smallest shares of young adults under 30—just 13 percent of the women and 14 percent of the men, compared with 17 to 25 percent elsewhere.

For all these rural places, those 30 to 39 years old make up a relatively small fraction of the overall population. They are particularly scarce in the declining areas, where those 65 and older greatly outnumber the 30- to 39-year-olds: among women, by nearly four to one.

Ethnic diversity often is limited, but changing.

The majority of rural residents in the United States (82 percent) are non-Hispanic white—a significantly higher fraction than in metropolitan areas (66 percent) (Johnson, 2006). Among the CERA areas, the chronic-poverty areas have the greatest diversity (Figure 12). In other places, 90 to 99 percent describe themselves as white, non-Hispanics. These results follow other

**Figure 11:** “What is your current age?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Amenity</th>
<th>Amenity/decline</th>
<th>Chronic poverty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18–29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Amenity:**
  - % of Males: 17, 16, 15, 15, 15
  - % of Females: 22, 23, 25, 26, 25

- **Amenity/decline:**
  - % of Males: 14, 14, 22, 26, 20
  - % of Females: 19, 21, 27, 17, 14

- **Chronic poverty:**
  - % of Males: 25, 15, 20, 25, 17
  - % of Females: 22, 15, 21, 24, 14
research showing that although considerable ethnic diversity exists in rural America, “local populations tend to be dominated by one or two groups” (Johnson, 2006, p. 24).

The chronically poor Southern counties in this study included large proportions (36 percent) of African American respondents. The rapidly growing Hispanic population of the rural Southwest, as well as Native Americans, Asians, and others are not yet well-represented among the first set of CERA counties. This could partially reflect limitations of the survey methods, limitations also shared even by the U.S. Census. (In terms of age, sex, and ethnicity, the CERA results generally aligned with Census estimates for each group of counties, and have been weighted to correspond even more closely.) In 2008, the Carsey Institute plans to expand CERA further, encompassing some heavily Native American areas along with counties in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, and possibly the Nebraska panhandle and western North Carolina.

“Newcomers” flock to amenity-rich areas, while people in other places have deep roots.

Figure 13 underscores the strong contrasts involving stability and migration across the four types of places. Only about one in five residents in chronically poor and resource-dependent counties report having moved to their area within the past ten years. In fact, almost two-thirds of respondents in chronically poor counties said they have lived in the area for their entire lives (table not shown). In contrast, 31 percent of residents in the amenity/decline areas said they arrived within the last ten years. In the amenity-rich Colorado counties, about one-half of residents are relative newcomers.

![Figure 12: “Would you describe yourself as White non-Hispanic, African American, Hispanic, Asian American, Native American, or what?”](image)

![Figure 13: “Did you move here within the past ten years?”](image)
The “newcomer” patterns became even more pronounced when we asked respondents whether at least one of their parents grew up in the area (Figure 14). Few residents in the amenity-rich counties said they had parents who grew up in the area (22 percent), whereas most of the respondents in declining or chronic poverty areas had deep roots in their communities (73 percent and 76 percent yes, respectively).

Most respondents from all areas are married, but as Figure 15 shows, the rate is highest in the declining areas of the Midwest (75 percent) and lowest in chronic poverty areas (54 percent). (The category “married” includes common-law marriage and those with a spouse away in the military.) If we view the categories of widowed, divorced, separated, or never married together as those “without a partner,” Midwestern residents again appear to have the most stable relationships (24 percent without partners), and chronic-poverty area residents the least (45 percent without partners).

Figure 14: Percent of respondents reporting that at least one of their parents grew up in this area

Figure 15: “Are you currently married, widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never been married?”
Ties and Beliefs

Community trust and cohesiveness is high, but faith in local government is not.

Figure 16 illustrates the percentage of respondents who agreed with the following statements about their respective communities:

- People around here are willing to help their neighbors.
- People in this community generally trust one another and get along.
- If this community were faced with a local issue such as the pollution of a river or the possible closure of a school, people here could be counted on to work together to address it.
- Local government has the ability to deal effectively with important problems.

In keeping with long-standing traditions of self-reliance, personal strength, and “sticking together when the going gets tough,” respondents in all the rural places felt strongly about helping their neighbors, getting along, and working together to solve problems. The percentages were somewhat lower, overall, in the chronic poverty areas, but still very much in the majority. A less rosy picture emerged, however, when they were asked about trust and confidence in local government to solve problems. Respondents in the chronic poverty areas were slightly more optimistic than the other regions, but overall, respondents have less trust in the ability of their local government than they have in each other.

Rural Americans are joiners, especially in the Midwest.

The survey asked respondents whether they participated in any of the following local organizations:

- Business group such as Chambers of Commerce
- Civic, service or fraternal organizations such as Elks, Kiwanis, Rotary, women’s clubs, 4H, or Scouts
- Local government, including zoning, school, or conservation boards
- Other local organizations that have regular meetings

Figure 17 reveals that local involvement was high in all four types of areas, but was highest in the economically declining Midwest. Sixty-eight percent of Kansas respondents were involved in some sort of local organization, followed by the amenity/decline and amenity-rich areas with 58 and 57 percent, respectively. Only in the chronically poor regions were there more nonjoiners than joiners, but even there, a full 45 percent were involved in some community organization. In such areas, where more than one-half of the adults are lower- or lower-
middle class (Figure 1), this finding could reflect feelings of being disconnected from the inner workings of the community and not having a voice or a say in what happens there.

**Religion is important, but differs between regions.**

Religion plays an important role in the lives of many rural Americans, but with some stark regional differences. Figure 18 shows 56 percent of the Midwestern respondents and 55 percent of those in chronic-poverty areas reported weekly or twice-weekly attendance at religious services. On the other hand, 57 percent of the amenity-area respondents, and 61 percent of those in amenity/decline areas, said that they attend religious services just a few times a year or not at all.

Midwesterners are the most homogeneous with respect to church attendance. Forty-three percent said they attend once a week, compared with just 20 to 28 percent elsewhere. Chronically poor areas have the highest rates (27 percent) reporting they attend more than once a week.

Another indication of the importance religion plays in many respondents’ lives is the high percentage who described themselves as born again Christians (Figure 19). Eighty percent of those surveyed in chronically poor counties said they have had a “born again” experience. In the amenity-rich Rocky Mountains and declining Midwestern areas, 58 and 56 percent, respectively, reported being born again. Born-again respondents composed a minority only in the amenity/decline regions of the Pacific Northwest and Northeast.

**Political affiliation varies strongly, but military service is shared.**

Until recently, the South tended to vote Democratic. The chronic-poverty Southern counties still reflect this historical pattern. As Figure 20 shows, 34 percent describe themselves as strong Democrats, and 47 percent said they generally vote for Democratic Party candidates. In contrast, residents in the Midwest have typically voted for Republican candidates, and this too shows up in the survey results: Fifty percent responded that they are Republicans. In the amenity/decline areas on either coast, a stronger Independent streak emerged (45 percent). Responses in the amenity-rich counties closely resembled those in the amenity/decline regions, although they leaned somewhat more Republican.

Figure 21 graphs the political party identification of CERA respondents by county against voting results from the 2004 presidential election. CERA’s Midwest respondents were predominantly Republican, and large majorities in those counties voted for George Bush in 2004. The more Independent voters of the Colorado Rockies, Northeast (New Hampshire and Maine) and Northwest (Oregon and Washington) split their votes be-
tween candidates. The CERA counties in Kentucky, Alabama, and Mississippi leaned toward the Democratic candidate.

Although residents in the four rural regions hold contrasting political opinions, many are strongly affected by the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. This topic is particularly important to rural Americans because soldiers and casualties have come disproportionately from rural parts of the country (O’Hare & Bishop, 2007). More than two-thirds of all CERA respondents said they knew someone from their region who was currently serving or has served in Afghanistan or Iraq. The proportion was highest (81 percent) among Midwesterners (Figure 22), but both the amenity/decline and chronic poverty areas have high proportions as well, 75 and 73 percent respectively. Sixty-five percent of amenity-rich respondents said they knew someone serving in the military, but this lower figure may reflect the relative youth of the population, and the prevalence of newcomers who have yet to develop such a wide network of relatives and friends.

Figure 21: Average political party identification by survey respondents and countywide voting in the 2004 election for the 19 CERA counties.

Figure 22: “Do you know anyone from this area who is serving or has served in the military in Iraq or Afghanistan?”
To learn how respondents felt about environmental issues, we began by asking whether the natural beauty of their surroundings was important in deciding where to live. Unsurprisingly, as Figure 23 shows, a solid majority (66 percent) of residents in the amenity-rich Rocky Mountain area moved there for the natural beauty of the region. About one-half the respondents in the coastal counties of the Pacific Northwest or the forested areas of the Northeast—regions rich in natural amenities but also struggling with some economic decline—said that natural beauty was a very important motivation to live there. In contrast, 65 percent of the respondents in the Midwest, and 52 percent of those in chronically poor areas of central Appalachia, the Mississippi Delta, and Alabama’s Black Belt, reported that natural beauty was not an important reason for moving to their current location.

**Place affects people’s outdoor activities and their opinions about the environment.**

Residents in areas with natural amenities are more active in the outdoors than those in the declining and high-poverty areas, as Figure 24 shows. Many of the activities are place-based. Swimming is less appealing, for example, in the cold rivers and lakes of the Rockies, but that is offset by much better skiing. In every area, however, most respondents indicated that their families used the outdoors for entertainment. Hiking and camping were mentioned by well over 80 percent of respondents in the amenity/decline areas, and over 90 percent in the amenity-rich Rockies. Hunting is popular everywhere; close to 70 percent report participating across all four types of places.

We also asked what effect urban sprawl or rapid development of the countryside has had on their family or community in the last five years. As Figure 25 illustrates, opinions differed by region. Seventy-eight percent of those in the resource-dependent areas of the Midwest, and 60 percent of those in chronic-poverty areas, reported that sprawl and rapid development have had no effect on their family or community in the past five years. These are the same areas with population loss, which helps explain their views.

At the other end of the spectrum, respondents in the amenity-rich communities in the Rocky Mountains, Pacific Northwest, and Northeast were very concerned with urban sprawl and development. Slightly more than three-fourths (77 percent) in Colorado said growth has had either minor or major effects on their families, while 62 percent felt this way in the amenity/decline areas.
Snow country is more aware of climate change.

Respondents in the amenity or amenity/decline areas more often perceived the effects of global warming of climate change—perhaps because these areas include places in ski country, and with historically colder winters. Snowy winters have particular cultural and economic importance in the Rocky Mountains and Northeast. Even a slight warming, or shortening of the period with snow-covered ground and frozen lakes, is very noticeable to northern residents. Climate records reveal that winter warming has recently occurred (Hamilton et al., 2003). Nearly one-half (47 percent) of respondents from Colorado, and 29 percent of those from the combined amenity/decline areas in the Northwest and Northeast (for the Northeast alone, it would be higher), reported major effects from climate change. Conversely, 78 percent of the Kansas respondents, and 60 percent in the Southern chronic-poverty areas, reported no effects.

Midwestern winters too have been warming, according to climate data, and severe weather including droughts, hurricanes, and tornadoes are a frequent concern in both the Midwest and South. Public perceptions about climate change reflect political beliefs as well as meteorological observations, however. As was evident in Figure 20, many rural Kansas residents hold strongly conservative views, which tend to be associated with doubts about climate change (Nisbet & Myers, 2007).

Resources are viewed differently, depending on circumstances.

The question of whether areas should use natural resources to create jobs or to conserve the resources for future generations again elicited situational responses. Although historically, people in all of these rural areas have depended mainly on resource-based livelihoods such as farming, forestry, or mining, that dependence has shifted today. Due to combinations of resource depletion, mechanization, economic shifts, or an influx of new migrants seeking low-wage jobs, all the areas face changes as traditional resource occupations support fewer people.

Figure 27 shows that 60 percent of Rocky Mountain respondents say they would prefer to conserve resources for future generations, and only 14 percent would use resources to create jobs. Conservation is the top choice among respondents in the amenity/decline areas as well (45 percent “conserve,” 25 percent “use”) and by a narrower margin in the Midwestern areas (41 to 28 percent). Residents of chronic poverty areas, however, are evenly split.

Conservation itself can bring jobs and economic benefits, as is well understood in the amenity-rich, tourist-attracting areas. But this might be a new idea in places which have until recently depended on resource-extraction industries. Moreover,
enthusiasm for conservation of natural resources tends to be high in areas where human resources, in the form of wealth or education, are high too. Conversely, conservation holds less importance in places where human resources such as education are less developed, and people see fewer choices for jobs.

Another contentious issue is the effect of conservation or environmental rules that restrict development. Although relatively few respondents believed that conservation rules have been bad for their communities (Figure 28), support for environmental rules appears related to history and economics. Support for environmental rules was strongest among respondents in the Rocky Mountains (56 percent) and the amenity/decline areas (46 percent). In contrast, majorities of respondents in the areas of decline and chronic poverty reported that environmental rules have had no effect on their communities. It would appear that respondents in amenity-rich counties, with rapidly growing populations who value the natural beauty of the area, are more likely to view restrictive environmental rules as good or even necessary in the face of strong development pressures. On the other hand, in areas of decline and poverty, where extraction industries have already consumed resources or the agricultural economy is waning, development-restricting rules may seem beside the point.

Figure 28: “Have conservation or environmental rules that restrict development generally been a good thing for your community, a bad thing, or have they had no effect?”
Although demographic, economic, social, or environmental changes create new opportunities for some regions and people, they raise serious problems for others. The balance can be complex, creating winners and depressing losers even within one community. Workable solutions might seem elusive. Many rural residents were frustrated with their local or federal governments, and in some locations, problems seem so long-standing and ingrained that residents have resigned themselves—things may not be perfect, they say, but little will change because “that’s just the way things are.”

We asked respondents whether any of the following were important issues in their own communities:

- Violent or property crime
- Manufacturing or sales of illegal drugs
- Lack of affordable housing
- Too-rapid development, growth or sprawl
- Underperforming schools
- Lack of job opportunities
- Lack of recreational opportunities
- Poverty or homelessness
- Population declining as people move away
- Lack of health and social services

**Crime and drugs are big problems in some areas.**

Across all four kinds of places, lack of job opportunities was the most important perceived problem. However, in chronically poor areas, concern about drug manufacturing and sales is nearly as high (Figure 29). The remoteness of rural areas, combined with high poverty rates, poor health care, and lack of funding for law enforcement and drug counseling makes them prime locations for illegal drug activity. Substance abuse and unemployment often go hand-in-hand (Van Gundy, 2006), and both problems are acutely felt in counties experiencing chronic poverty.

Violent or property crime is seen as most problematic in Appalachia, the Delta, and the Black Belt, contributing to the troubling profile of chronically poor areas plagued with unemployment, substance abuse, and inadequate social services.

**Growth and decline create problems.**

Views regarding population decline versus too-rapid development, growth, and sprawl, in particular, underscored a wide divide between the worries of residents in amenity-rich areas and those facing decline (Figure 29). Nearly 90 percent of Midwest respondents said that population decline was an important concern, while barely 2 percent thought too-rapid development
was important. Conversely, only 10 percent of those in the fast-growing Rocky Mountain counties considered population decline to be important, but 52 percent worried about overdevelopment and sprawl.

These concerns about development and sprawl go hand-in-hand with concerns about affordable housing. Three-fourths of respondents in the Rockies believed that lack of affordable housing was a serious problem. Boom towns like Aspen, Colorado—a once small and affordable ski town—offer hard lessons on the costs of explosive development and a massive influx of capital, as investors from all over the world moved to the area, bought land, and built expensive homes. Victims of the “Aspen effect”—those who work living-wage jobs in the $38,000 to $40,000 range or less, running the stores, waiting tables, cleaning rooms, and running ski lifts—must now commute sometimes three hours a day from their homes in more affordable communities.

**People feel differently about the future, and moving away.**

When asked how they felt about the future of their communities, many saw a positive future, with one interesting exception. Only 15 percent of Midwestern respondents thought their community would be a better place to live in ten years, compared with more than 30 percent in all other regions (Figure 30). Yet rural Midwesterners are not necessarily more pessimistic than others. Only 23 percent thought their community would become a worse place to live—a proportion similar to the other three areas. Instead, 62 percent of respondents in the Midwest, far more than in other regions, thought their communities would be about the same in ten years. This sense of stability echoes the stability in their personal lives where, as noted earlier, large majorities are long-term residents with families in the area, and are themselves married and church-going.

The future of rural places depends critically on migration, including stemming the potential long-term loss of young adults. Reasons why people might stay are suggested by Figure 31. We asked respondents to rate the following factors as not important, somewhat important, or very important in their decision to stay in their area or move away in the future:

- Living near family
- Job or employment opportunities
- Educational opportunities
- Housing opportunities
- Outdoors or other recreational opportunities
- Natural beauty of the area
- General quality of life

By and large, most respondents felt that quality of life, natural beauty, and family—three traditional strengths of rural life—were the most important reasons to stay. Conversely,
opportunities for education, jobs, and housing—generally the strong points of cities—were reasons for leaving in all counties but chronically poor areas. There, slightly more than one-half of the respondents said that education, housing, and employment were reasons to stay. Paradoxically, many residents in chronically poor areas also reported that these factors were important problems in their areas (Figure 29).

In the amenity-rich Rockies, fewer respondents saw employment opportunities as a reason to stay (Figure 31). That could reflect the greater affluence of Colorado residents and the ability of skilled professionals to relocate and take their jobs with them or even the ability to find attractive second jobs (Figure 7).

Relatively few Colorado respondents reported family as an important reason to stay. As noted above, nearly half (49 percent) the people from these counties had moved to their current homes within the last ten years and only 22 percent had a parent who grew up in the area. Recreation, on the other hand, was a major attraction of this area. In keeping with the value they place on natural beauty, respondents in the amenity-rich and the amenity/decline counties all ranked nature above family, while respondents in other regions did the reverse.

Figure 31 reflects the tradeoffs when deciding whether to stay in or leave a rural community. Important reasons for staying included a high quality of life, natural beauty, family, and, for those in amenity-rich (and amenity/decline) areas, recreation. But for many, young adults in particular, education, housing, and jobs tended to be more critical needs, and better sought elsewhere. Retirees and others who do not depend on the local economy for their income, or who already have an education and are able to afford decent housing, tend to find the rural beauty and quality of life in amenity-rich communities more compelling. At the same time, new immigrants who are looking for affordable housing and are willing to work at low-skilled, low-paying jobs may settle in rural areas that may be losing younger locally born residents to the cities.

When asked whether they would advise a teenage child or child of a close friend to “stay in town” or move away for opportunities elsewhere, large majorities in each region said they would advise the teenager to leave (Figure 32). One-third of respondents in the declining Midwestern counties, more than in any other area, said the opposite—that they would advise a teenager to stay. Their views likely reflect an understanding that these contracting communities must retain young people to survive. These attitudes also reflect the good qualities that Midwesterners see in their towns: family connections, quality of life, and trustworthy and helpful neighbors who get along and can be counted on to work together to solve local problems (Figure 16). These solid aspects of human and social capital, despite an aging population and economic decline, remain valuable assets for Heartland communities.

**Figure 31:** “Do the following things seem not important, somewhat important, or very important to you, when you think about whether you will stay here or move away in the future?”

**Figure 32:** “If your own teenage child, or the child of a close friend, asked you for advice, would you recommend that they should plan to stay in this town as an adult, or move away for opportunities somewhere else?”
Overview: Portrait of Four Rural Americas

Dividing rural American places into these four different types is, of course, a convenient simplification of a complicated reality. Each of the CERA counties spans many square miles, with residents representing a full range of lifestyles, ideologies, and backgrounds. Within every region, we interviewed people struggling with day-to-day life, and others enjoying vacation time in their second homes. Migration patterns are varied, bi-directional, and in flux. Some people move away, others move in, and they can move more than once, either way. There are certainly those who move to and settle happily in declining resource-dependent areas, just as there are those who decide that retirement in an amenity-rich region is not what they expected, and return to the cities or suburbs.

Although a simplification, this categorization proved useful for understanding the CERA survey results. The results include some patterns and trends worth considering for their policy implications. They highlight the problem of picturing rural communities as mainly agricultural or basing policies just on geographic location. Although all respondents shared some basic concerns, differences were evident, suggesting that policies addressing problems in one type of rural place might not work as well in another.

Amenity-rich rural America

Amenity-rich areas have new, growing populations. Demographically, the amenity areas are older, predominantly white non-Hispanic, but with a growing Hispanic population. However, as Kulcsár and Bolender (2006) point out, an influx of older people to these regions does not necessarily result in an aging population. These “amenity migrants” (Johnson, 2007) bring with them a need for age-specific goods and services, creating a vacuum that is filled by an employment-driven immigration of younger workers. In the case of the two Colorado counties surveyed, a large segment of this second migrant wave is made up of fairly young Hispanics, many with families.

Employment is relatively high in amenity-rich areas, and poverty is low. Many households are upper-middle to upper-class. Almost one-half the respondents had college degrees, and one-third had college-educated fathers—much more than other areas. Household incomes and home values are higher than other areas, too, and many properties are second homes. For low-wage workers in particular, affordable housing is a problem. This issue concerned most of our respondents, regardless of income level.

Survey respondents note the natural environment as a very important reason for moving to their community. Residents in these counties include more bicyclists, hikers, and campers than elsewhere; they worried about climate change, and favored rules to restrict development and conserve natural resources. Respondents from these counties were also concerned about the effects of urban sprawl and too-rapid development. Finally, much like those of other rural regions, the amenity-area respondents noted that finding good jobs was a problem.

Declining resource-dependent rural America

Respondents in declining counties were overwhelmingly white non-Hispanic. Most are long-term residents whose parents also grew up in this area. Out-migration, particularly by young adults, drives population decline in these counties. The older generations stay behind, the population ages, and family size shrinks. Funding for infrastructure and personnel will be needed in the coming years to provide health care, public transportation, elderly services and goods, and nursing care. Today, however, poverty is low, and employment is very high, with many reporting a second job. A notable discrepancy exists between residents’ moderate incomes and education, and their sharply lower home values.

These declining resource-dependent areas stand out from the other CERA regions on a number of social dimensions, creating a profile that lives up to the image most people have of life in traditional rural America. Respondents in these counties were most likely to be married, to participate in local organizations, to believe their neighbors will help out when needed, to most consistently attend weekly religious services, and to vote Republican. They were also most likely to know someone who has served or is serving in Iraq or Afghanistan.

Unlike those in amenity-rich counties, few declining-area respondents moved to the area for its natural beauty, and their participation in outdoor recreation (other than hunting) was low. They understandably did not see sprawl as a problem, and were less worried about climate change or resource conservation. Declining population, jobs, and drug manufacturing or sales were the most prominent local problems. Looking to the future, most declining-area respondents in the CERA survey (unlike those from elsewhere) expected that life in their communities would remain the same, neither improving nor getting worse.
**Chronically poor rural America**

High birth rates in the counties challenged by chronic poverty somewhat offset out-migration, and population decline has been gradual. The areas comprised substantial African-American populations, with more young adults and fewer elders than in other areas. The great majority were long-term residents whose parents grew up in the area. Employment was relatively low, and poverty much higher than in the other areas. Almost one-third of respondents used food stamps and many had lost their jobs in the last seven years. More respondents described themselves as unemployed or disabled and more households were lower income. These areas also had the highest share of residents with less than a high school education, and the proportion whose fathers had less than a high school degree was also much higher than in the other regions.

In some social respects, the chronic-poverty areas stand at the opposite end of the spectrum from the resource-dependent declining areas. Respondents in the chronic-poverty areas were least likely to be married, participated the least in local organizations, and were more heavily Democratic. However, both areas reported frequent religious activity, whereas the amenity-based areas did not. Chronic-poverty respondents were the most likely to attend church twice a week and were most likely to be “born again.”

Chronic poverty and resource-dependent declining areas were similar in their responses about the environment. Hunting was the most popular form of outdoor recreation, urban sprawl and climate change were not seen as problems, and environmental rules have had few perceived effects. Few chronic-poverty respondents moved to their region for its natural beauty, and a relatively large minority favored using natural resources to create jobs rather than conserving those resources. Residents in chronically poor areas were also concerned about crime and, like respondents in the declining counties, were concerned about drugs and unemployment.

**Amenity/decline rural America**

Amenity/decline areas form an in-between category. Unlike the other three types of rural places, amenity/decline counties were not extreme on any major dimension. Instead, their mixture of seemingly contrary trends becomes their most distinguishing feature. For instance, although out-migration was not as prominent as in declining areas, younger working-aged adults were still leaving to seek better job opportunities. At the same time, “amenity migrants,” aged 50 to 59, were arriving (Johnson, 2007). Migration flows are roughly in balance, causing only mild fluctuations in growth and decline.

Employment was high and poverty relatively low—slightly higher than in amenity-rich areas, and equal to declining areas. However, as in high poverty areas, job loss was greater in amenity-decline areas than in either amenity-rich or resource-dependent declining counties. Rates of food stamp use fell midway between the high rates of chronic poverty regions and the much lower rates of both amenity-rich and declining resource-dependent areas. Population growth from newcomers creates enough demand to elevate home values above those in resource-dependent areas.

Similarly, the share of newcomers and longer-term residents is more balanced than in either amenity-rich or resource-dependent areas. Respondents were predominantly white non-Hispanic and their political views were less partisan, with more Independents than elsewhere. As in the declining and chronically poor counties, residents viewed the shortage of jobs and drug manufacturing or sales as important problems in their communities.
Discussion and Policy Considerations

“Rural America has a tendency to look backward at what it has lost, rather than looking forward at what it might gain.” (Drabenstott & Sheaff, 2002)

Many problems and solutions are shared by all.

Oftentimes, the problems struggling rural economies face are caused by exactly those attributes which make them rural: low population density and remote locations (Drabenstott, 2002; Quigley, 2002; and others). Striking an economically viable balance between human capital and natural capital, while retaining the valued characteristics of rural life, is a challenge. The CERA findings suggest that taking into account the “type” of place—even with a simplified classification—should be helpful in planning. A one-size-fits-all approach to policymaking won’t work.

In June 2008 Congress passed a $300 billion farm bill. On the plus side, parts of the five-year bill reflect a shift in policy to encourage healthier eating habits for the American public, with recognition that access to healthy food is a persistent and critical problem for many. Funding for studies on these issues is included in the bill, as well as funding for conservation, nutrition, and food stamp programs. Farmers who grow “specialty crops” (fruits and vegetables) will receive significant subsidies and grants for the first time, and new attention is being paid to farmers’ markets as a way to make healthy foods more accessible for consumers to buy and for small farmers to sell.

But the fact remains that the main purpose of the Farm Bill is to provide subsidies to corporate farming interests. Under the new bill, a farming couple making up to $1.5 million will be eligible for subsidies, and the bill even includes tax breaks for race horse breeders (Stout, 2008). National policy should better reflect the true economic nature of rural America, and redirect funding from agribusiness subsidies to forward-looking rural development programs. State legislators need to be aware that some rural counties now face urban- and suburban-type problems as well. And the longstanding underinvestment in America’s chronically poor rural communities, especially in education, exacts a high toll on those living there, leaving them with few options in the new economy of the future.

In some respects, the differences between our types of rural places are matters of degree rather than kind. For instance, three of the four struggle with the issue of retention of local youth, but not for all the same reasons. In some places there are too few attractive jobs, while others lack affordable housing. Amenity-rich area respondents have well-founded concerns about controlling rapid development, urban sprawl, and environmental protection, while other places have suffered the effects of extraction industries that transformed landscapes in ways that limit their economic future. Rising fuel costs in the era beyond Peak Oil will create serious challenges for all rural regions. For many residents, travel within and between local communities is problematic already, hampering access to health care, educational opportunities, jobs, housing, and shops. Areas dependent on recreation or tourism will see periodic drops in visitors, as vacationers opt to save money and stay home.

For all the CERA counties, regional partnering among rural businesses, communities, and governments, along with careful planning, is essential to the creation of workable solutions. Research indicates that the small size of many rural businesses makes them more vulnerable to the effects of population fluctuations or fuel prices, and that small firms become more economically viable when they operate in networks or clusters (Drabenstott, 2002; Henderson, 2004). But the idea of partnering and depending on others sometimes goes against the traditional rural ideals of independence. In the CERA chronic poverty counties, for example, residents’ faith in neighbors and government was lower than in other areas. As Henderson (2004) observes, small towns will have to overcome the “Friday night football rivalries” and start working together for the common good. Linking related businesses in a regional approach will maximize economic potential, and blending communities’ resources will maximize human capital, as retirees, immigrants, educators, health care workers, craftspeople, and others share and combine skills.

Certain policy ideas seem applicable to all rural places:

- a need for advanced telecommunications technology
- access to affordable health care
- effective educational facilities and staff for children and adults
- more accessible and efficient public transportation
- affordable housing
- jobs that offer living wages.

Others address the challenges of particular regions.
**Amenity-rich**

Some of the challenges in amenity-rich areas resemble those of urban and suburban locales where markets are strong. Residents worry about urban sprawl, overcrowding, noise and air pollution, and to a lesser extent, crime. Housing costs rise with this rural version of gentrification, pushing those with lower incomes further out: “drive until you qualify” for a mortgage, some say. Policy lessons from strong market areas in urban America can be applied to growing rural communities to address affordable workforce housing and the need for living wages.

Rapid population growth in rural regions strains local fiscal capacity. State and local tax dollars cannot keep up with the demand for new construction, infrastructure, and services, and the responsibility falls to towns and individual tax payers to somehow make up the difference. People worry that as their once serene rural environs become citified, their reasons for living there fade away. Open space acquisition and land protection strategies (including land donation and purchasing conservation easements) can protect the environment and control sprawl. Clustered housing developments addressing the needs of the working class as well as affluent retirees have value from an environmental perspective, and serve the social purpose of forming inclusive, mixed neighborhoods.

**Declining resource-dependent**

Declining counties hope to stem or even reverse the out-migration of the last fifty years. Policies like the New Homestead Act, which offers financial incentives to those who commit to live and work in rural regions that are losing population, build on the local history of human and social capital. These incentive programs stimulate existing businesses and encourage entrepreneurship, with the goal of an agglomeration economy—as economic activities cluster together, productivity increases (Quigley, 2002).

Forming clusters of economic activity is difficult in rural regions due to distance and low population density. Telecommunication improvements and virtual networking can help address these problems. Place- and people-based public policies that focus on human capital in the form of education and training, as well as transportation infrastructure, are very important here. There is also a “knowledge spillover” effect (Andersson, 2002; Quigley, 2002) where clustered economic activity spurs entrepreneurial growth and intellectual services such as research and development companies, education, consulting, and research, all of which share intangible goods and information. Clustered businesses attract high-skilled populations who naturally command higher wages. In turn, more businesses are attracted to areas with pools of highly-skilled and educated workers.

**Chronic poverty**

Transportation and remoteness present particular problems for those living in poverty. The USDA Economic Research Service (2005) reports that nationwide, over 90 percent of individuals on public assistance do not own a car, and residents in poor regions of Appalachia and the South are particularly hard hit. State and federal funding could support well-coordinated public transportation systems, such as shuttle routes that carry riders both within and between communities. Regional programs such as Opportunity Cars for Work in Oregon and Bonnie CLAC in New England help qualifying individuals obtain low-interest loans, attend financial education classes, and purchase cars to get to work or look for a job, could provide useful models (Armstrong, A, 2008; K. Pringle, personal communication, May 16, 2008; Carsey Evaluation of Bonnie CLAC 2008).

Funding is needed for proven policies like early childhood education that includes family home visits and attention to language development (Duncan, 2008). A regional network of health clinics, with shuttle service for those needing transportation, is critical to deal with problems ranging from well-child care to diabetes and asthma, or to substance abuse and mental health counseling.

Improving educational opportunities within these communities is the most urgent need, as economies continue to change. Networks of community colleges, partnering with local and regional governments, businesses, and individuals could provide certificate programs that target needs of specific communities and residents (RCCI, 2003). Distance learning programs, which have been successful in some rural locations, have great potential, although they require funding for telecommunication systems and support staff (Gillespie, 1999). In sparsely populated or very remote areas, libraries can serve as computer and technology centers, with classes to teach computer competence at all ages (Mazie & Ghelfil, 1995).

Infrastructure improvements, in Appalachia in particular, face the problem of a large population of unskilled workers. New construction projects find it hard to fill the demand for contractors, engineers, and other skilled workers (Cromartie, 2006). Technical and trade schools could help this problem, forming partnerships with existing economic development groups that are currently trying to improve the environment and promote tourism (Duncan, 2008).
Amenity/decline
These areas are in the midst of economic transformation, and often the fiscal and governance structures of the “old economy” seem to prevent the development of new strategies for future development. These communities need to maintain their relatively high human and social capital, stem the outmigration of young adults, and capitalize on the opportunities to bring in new people and businesses. Cromartie and Nelson (2006) suggest the idea of the “sweet spot,” that retirees seek out remote rural areas that are just close enough to nearby cities for recreation, culture, shopping, and visiting friends, while far enough from city life to avoid pollution, noise, and traffic congestion. Almost 50 percent of respondents in amenity/decline counties said that they moved to these areas for their natural beauty. To continue to attract in-migrants including retirees, who bring their own, accumulated wealth as well as entrepreneurial energy and skills, infrastructure that facilitates access to and from the city and within the rural region is critical.

On the other hand, new arrivals are sometimes difficult to integrate into the existing community. They often bring with them different social, cultural, and political views, and expect different goods and services. Given the cultural, generational, and income diversity that characterize changing communities, it is important that all segments of the population feel that they are included in and can benefit from community decisions (Kirschner, Berry, & Glasgow, 2006). Community efforts to build inclusive arts, culture and heritage programs have proved effective in some areas.

Conclusion

The tapestry of rural America is complex. From an economic standpoint, two main obstacles to success—remoteness and low density—are exactly what make rural areas unique and special. Policies must center on solutions that will enhance, protect, and preserve the beauty of the natural environment, using place-specific resources and human capital to attract and grow new economic opportunities. Educational outreach programs, new technology and high-speed Internet, affordable and accessible health care facilities, and improved transportation systems adapted to the changing fuel economy, should be high-priority issues.

Finally, it is important to educate the predominantly urban/suburban American public about the new realities of rural life. Many voters imagine that “rural” means either farmland or vacation destinations. The issues, concerns, and problems that many rural residents are facing will be more difficult to address without better general-public awareness.

In keeping with the continued need for research and rigorous methodological analysis, the Carsey Institute plans future CERA surveys to ascertain the perspectives, attitudes, and conditions among residents in other selected rural regions, some unlike those considered here. We also plan to return to many of these communities for a follow up survey two years later. Rural America is changing, and tracking that change is important for good policy development.
The term “Black Belt” historically describes both the rich black farming soil, and the large African American population of a region crossing the state of Alabama to the south of the Appalachian foothills and north of the coastal plains.

Calculated according to American Association for Public Opinion Research’s RR4 standard (AAPOR, 2006).

Telephone numbers within each selected county were selected at random. Once interviewers reached a household, they asked to speak with the adult who had the most recent birthday and made appointments if that person were not present—thus randomizing selection of individuals within households. Probability weights were later calculated to adjust for the number of people living in each house, and to make other minor adjustments toward Census age/sex/race distributions within each county (using methods described in Lee and Forthofer, 2006). All of the results in this report apply these weights.

To keep the discussion straightforward, we do not report separate confidence intervals or significance tests. Given the large sample sizes, however, most of the striking contrasts will be statistically significant as well. For example, within the amenity-rich and resource-dependent declining area sub samples, which have 1,000 respondents each, the margin of error for percentages should be about +/-3 percent. Within the chronic poverty and amenity/decline sub samples, which have nearly 3,000 respondents each, margins of error are about +/-2 percent. Bar lengths in the graphs reflect decimal-point precision, so they may be slightly longer or shorter than the rounded-off numbers written beside them suggest.
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